
                                                         Diwali 
    Diwali is a festival of colours, lights, joys and prosperous. On Diwali people wear a beautiful 
Indian cloths,also people do colourful Rangoli , make a delicious sweets and send eachothers 
Diwali card. People put 'Diva' outside and inside of houses, they do fireworks too. 
      Diwali celebrate all over the India every year by people, there are five days in Diwali. 

1. Dhanteras 
2. Kalichaudas 
3. Diwali 
4. SaalMubark 
5. Bhai Bij 

     There are so many different stories about Diwali celebration in India, but main famous story 
about Diwali is god Rama's victory over evil Ravana. 
      Long ago in the kingdom of Ayodhya there lived a wise and powerful king called Dasharatha.. 
He had a three beautiful wives Kaushalya, Kaikeyi and Sumitra . Dasharatha was a happy and good 
king but he had  no son to take thorn after him and ensure the safely and prosperity of the kingdom . 
'let's  pray to god ' said Dasharatha to all his wives. God listen to their prays and after some time all 
his wives gave birth of a beautiful and clever sons. Kaushalya gave birth to Ramam, Kaikeyi to 
Bharata and Sumitra to Laxmana and Shatrughana.. 
      One day king Dasharatha annouced “that my eldest son Rama will be king of Ayodhaya”, all 
people are happy to heard this news but only one old lady Manthara servant of Kaikey was not 
happy, she poisoned Kaikey's mind against to Rama with lies. She convinced Kaikey  to go to the 
king and demand for Bharata will be feature king and send Rama for 14 years banished in the 
jungle . The king was heart broken but many years ago he vow to grant Kaikey anything she wished, 
so he had to agree without a singled word of complaint, Rama now prepared to leave Ayodhaya 
with wife Sita and brother Laxmana for jungle. Now Bharata put sandal of Rama on chair, gave 
faith and respect to brother Rama, and look after Ayodhaya. 
       There lived in the far off island of Lanka, a cruel and powerful king Ravana, all the people had 
a fear of him in his kingdom all the time.when Rama moved into jungle so many wise man and 
woman greeted very well and happy to saw them in jungle, so now they people asked him to protect 
them from Ravana, One Ravana made a evil plan to kidnap Sita from the hut and wish to make Sita 
of her wife in Lanks. When Rama and Laxmana returned to their hut, they could not find Sita 
anywhere. After that they meet to Sugriva , the king of monkey and great monkey Hanumana, they 
helped them to find Sita. Hanumana, Sugriva and their monkey army built bridge of rocks over sea 
and reached to Lanka. All together attacked on Ravana and killed him and his army. 
Imagine the joyful reunion of Rama and Sita. 
       Now Rama, Sita, Laxmana and Hanumana went back the royal palace of Ayodhaya, and all 
along way people of Ayodhaya were lit up street with Diva and celebrated their happiness to return 
of Rama and Sita. 
 
 


